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Abstract

In order to solve storage problem in real-time optical metrology, storing digital

specklegrams by using a lossy-joint photographic experts group image compression is studied.

A spatial distribution of a correlation signal calculated from the compressed specklegrams is

used as a criterion for evaluating quality of information content of the specklegrams. The

results show that high quality of displacement information is retrievable from the compressed

specklegrams. r 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

In the field of optical metrology, laser speckle and holography have been found to
be very useful method for non-destructive testing and inspections [1]. Recently, with
maturation of technology of detector arrays such as charge-coupled device (CCD)
image sensors, real-time optical testing and inspections are indeed feasible. In these
systems, the CCD sensors are used to capture either speckle or holographic
interference patterns [2,3]. The captured patterns are then stored in memory of
computer systems as electronic files in order to be further processed. However, in
many real-world applications such as measurements of vibration of body and engine
in automotive industries [4], we may deal with a huge number of measurements. In
this case we may have storage problem, especially if the files must be kept for a long
period of time. In order to solve this storage problem, a use of either huge storage
capacity of memory system or data compression could be done. The first solution
must be compensated at the expense of complex and expensive systems [5], while the
second one is immediately applicable to current computer systems and low cost,
because no additional hardware is required [6].
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